SACNAS @ Brown: 
Inspiring Women in STEM

Please join us for a panel discussion exploring the **rewards** and **challenges** of navigating a **career in STEM** while leading a fulfilling personal life.

**Tuesday, March 11, 7 – 9 PM**
Salomon 101
Light reception in the lobby 6-6:45 PM

Open to all! Complete the optional registration form and submit your questions for the panel!
http://bit.ly/1iVHHVv
SACNAS @ Brown:
Inspiring Women in STEM

Featuring:

Jean King, PhD
Professor of Psychiatry
UMass Amherst

Robin Wellington, PhD
Associate Professor of Psychology
St. John's University

Nicole Renaud, PhD
Computational Biologist, Novartis
Institutes for BioMedical Research

Lorna Gibson, PhD
Matoula S. Salapatas Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, MIT

Suzanne DeLaMonte, MD, MPH
Professor of Pathology and Medicine, Brown University
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